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NEW STRATEGIES.  
SAME PROVEN APPROACH.
Step Up to Writing® is a comprehensive resource of multisensory writing strategies that develop students’ ability 
to create thoughtful, well-written compositions. With a focus on the complete writing process, Step Up to Writing 
provides instruction to teach each phase of writing—ensuring students understand what good writing looks like; 
are able to evaluate their own writing and the writing of others; and are confident in planning, drafting, editing, 
revising, producing, and publishing an original composition. 

New in the Fourth Edition: 

• Foundational skills strategies

• New strategies that apply across grade levels

• Three text types: informative/explanatory,  
opinion/argument, narrative

• Focus on research skills and technology

• Assessments that mirror high-stakes tests

Students Benefit from:

• Increased confidence in their writing ability

• Mastery in composing key text types 

• Point-of-use differentiation

• Techniques for reading deeply

• Ability to skillfully use the English language

• Engagement and collaboration with peers

• Presentation and speaking and listening skills

• Strategic use of technology for research and publishing

• Preparation for assessment writing

A WRITING SOLUTION FOR K–12 LEARNERS AT EVERY SKILL LEVEL

BLENDED SOLUTION OF ONLINE AND PRINT MATERIALS! 
New Online Teacher Resource Site Provides Step Up to Writing Materials in One Place for Ease of Implementation

ALL NEW!  
Teacher Materials 

and Student 
Handy Pages 

Available Online

Classroom Posters 
Available in Print Only

Assessment and  
Implementation Guide

4th Edition

Maureen Auman

Grades 6–8

Not 
Proficient

Met
Proficiency

Exceeded
Proficiency

BEFORE

5%

12%

83%

47%

37%
16%

AFTER

Performance of Fourth Grade Students on the  
FCAT Writing Assessment After One Year of  
Step Up to Writing : 2010-2011 School Year

Visit the Research and Results page at  
www.voyagersopris.com/stepuptowriting
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EVERY STRATEGY SUPPORTS RIGOROUS STANDARDS 
IN THE AREA OF WRITING, LANGUAGE, READING, OR 
SPEAKING AND LISTENING
The 10 sections of Step Up to Writing have been rebuilt 
to reflect higher performance expectations and prepare 
students for college and career. Strategies within each 
section of the Teacher Edition are generally organized 
from basic to more advanced skills. The sections 
focused on the three text types—Sections 4, 5, and 6—
are organized by steps in the writing process. 

STEP UP TO WRITING ADDRESSES CRITICAL TEXT TYPES
ADDRESSES CRITICAL TEXT TYPES

Introduce writing by starting with the strategies in Sections 1, 2, and 3 and 
continue to incorporate them as needed when teaching each text type.

When teaching the text types, begin with informative/explanatory writing.

1: Writing to Improve 
Reading Comprehension

2: Foundational Writing Skills 3: Vocabulary Acquisition 
and Use

4: Informative/
Explanatory Writing

5: Opinion/Argument Writing 6: Narrative Writing

7: Research Reports 8: Speaking and Listening 9: Writing for Assessments

10: Writing in the Content Areas

Download the Full Table of Contents at  
www.voyagersopris.com/stepuptowriting

Seamlessly integrates into any literacy 
curriculum or can be implemented as 

a standalone writing solution.

LEARNING TO WRITE
and 

WRITING TO LEARN
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GRADE LEVEL TO GRADE LEVEL; TEACHER TO TEACHER
Step Up to Writing empowers students to meet grade-specific standards while building skills mastered in preceding 
grades. The strategies establish a common language for writing instruction across grade levels and content areas, and 
can be implemented in every subject-area class. Skills are taught in a scaffolded way that is effective at the classroom, 
school, and district levels. 

GRADES 3–5

GRADE BANDS K–2 COMING FALL 2015

GRADES 6–8
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A Five-Sentence Opinion Paragraph

 Title = Be Straw-Free! 

 Topic/Opinion = Stop using plastic straws 

P Plastic straws 
create a lot of 
garbage

P Don’t need 
plastic straws

P More fun to sip       

Conclusion = Say no to plastic straws  

Be Straw-Free!

Many restaurants give us plastic 
straws for our drinks, and we need 
to ask them to stop. First, we only 
use straws once and throw them 
away, creating a lot of garbage. 
Second, we don’t need straws to 
drink. Third, it is more fun to sip 
from a cup. That is why everyone 
should say no to plastic straws.

Work Cited: “Be Straw Free Campaign: Frequently Asked Questions.” ecocycle.org. Eco-Cycle, n.d. Web. 28 May 2014.

Tool S5-2cName:  

©2015 Voyager Sopris Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
Permission is granted to reproduce this page for Step Up to Writing classroom use.  Tool S5-2c Argument Writing: Making a Claim 

Step Up to Writing • Grades 6–8

Traffic Light Colors  
for Argument Writing

Use the colors of a traffic light to help you write a paragraph.

GO!  green Go!
State your claim.

SLOW  
DOWN!  yellow 

Slow down!
Introduce a key/star idea (big idea)— 

a reason or an opposing claim by using  
a transition word or phrase.

STOP!  red 
Stop!

Elaborate by providing an example, 
evidence, or explanation to support your 
reasons or to address an opposing claim.

GO  
BACK!  green 

Go back!
Remind readers of your claim in light of 

the evidence you presented.

Turn Classrooms into Gyms!

I have the perfect solution for the obesity epidemic: install stationary bikes and 
treadmills in classrooms! We would all be healthier. School would become a health club 
where kids get to stay in shape as they learn. In addition, we would be better students. Many 
studies indicate that exercise makes the brain work better because of increased blood flow. 
Exercising would also fend off boredom and would prevent students from getting sleepy in 
class. Some teachers and parents say that exercise equipment would be distracting. It would 
be easy, however, to limit equipment use to lectures, reading periods, and study halls. When 
kids have to write or type, they can have their hands free. But it’s no problem to listen to 
a lecture or read a book while cycling or walking. Building exercise into every classroom’s 
routine is a creative way to make healthier, better students and to make some headway 
against the obesity epidemic.
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Planning an Argument Using  
an Informal Outline

Topic/Claim = Sports drinks aren’t worth the money.
P  Food provides 

energy, stored as 
glucose in cells 
(first of all)

–  Glucose comes from 
carbohydrates in food and 
drink

–  Healthy diet enough for 90 
minutes of exercise

–  Sports drinks have no special 
ingredients, just sugar and salt

P  Sports drinks are 
expensive 
(also)

–  Cost a couple of dollars
–  Social pressures
–  Peers encourage friends  

to buy
–  Advertising promotes false 

hopes

P  Sports drinks are 
helpful for 
endurance sports 
(some experts . . . 
however)

–  Tastes good; keep hydrated
–  Water works as well 
– Sports drinks supply energy
– Food works as well
–  Most people aren’t endurance 

athletes, don’t need sports 
beverages

Conclusion = Companies make money off sports 
drinks, but normal people don’t need them.

Sports Drinks: Not Worth the $$$
TV commercials for sports drinks try to make the viewer 

think that using the products will turn ordinary people into 
superheroes. Sports drinks are, in fact, an expensive and 
unnecessary sideshow. First of all, food provides the energy 
the body needs for exercise: energy which is stored as glucose 
in our cells. Glucose is mostly formed from carbohydrates 
that we get from food and drink. If we have a healthy diet, 
our bodies should already have enough glucose stored for 
ninety minutes of exercise. Most sports drinks contain a little 
salt and carbohydrates in the form of sugar—pretty normal 
ingredients. Also, sports drinks are expensive. Why are 
people willing to hand over a couple of dollars for a sports 
drink? Maybe because friends drink it, or ads give them hope 
the drink will give them an edge. It won’t. Some experts argue 
that sports drinks can be helpful for endurance athletes. The 
drinks taste good, so a long-distance runner may drink more 
and stay better hydrated, for example. However, these athletes 
could stay equally hydrated with water. Athletes who exercise 
hard for more than 90 minutes can restore some energy they 
have burned by consuming a sports drink. These competitors 
could also restore energy by eating a banana or some other 
healthy snack. Besides, most people aren’t endurance athletes. 
The truth is, sports drinks exist so people can make money 
by selling what is basically colored sugar water. For most 
people out for a bike ride or neighborhood pickup game, 
drinking free tap water and eating a healthy diet will give 
them everything they need plus a little more money in 
their pockets.
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A Stronger Opinion Paragraph

 Title = Be Straw-Free! 

  Topic/Opinion = Stop using plastic drinking  
straws 

P Plastic straws 
create a lot of 
garbage   

 –  Americans use 500 million 
straws each day

 – Space in landfills
 –  Plastic takes a long time to 
break down

P Don’t need 
plastic straws      

 –  Can drink without them
 – Use reusable straws
• Steel or glass

Conclusion = Ask for no plastic straws  

Be Straw-Free!

Many restaurants give us plastic 
straws for our drinks, and we need to 
ask them to stop. First, plastic straws 
create a lot of garbage. Most people use 
them once and throw them away. In 
fact, Americans use about 500 million 
straws a day. That takes up a lot of space 
in landfills, and plastic straws take a long 
time to break down. Second, we do not 
need plastic straws. We can sip our drinks 
instead of sucking on a straw, or we can 
get our own reusable straw if we want 
one. Companies make them in steel or 
glass. So whenever we go out to eat, we 
should say: “No straw for me, please!”

Works Cited: “Be Straw Free Campaign: Frequently Asked Questions.” ecocycle.org. Eco-Cycle, n.d. Web. 28 May 2014.

“The Mulled Mind.” etsy.com. Etsy, Inc., n.d. Web 28 May 2014.

“Simply Straws: Reusable Glass Straws.” simplystraws.com. Simply Straws, n.d. Web. 28 May 2014.

Be Straw-Free!
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GRADES 9–12

We adopted Step Up to Writing as the major writing process that 

everyone used across all grade levels. The faculty quickly took to 

the great common language and proven activities.

—Steve Hutchison, Principal 
Sonoma Heights Elementary School, Winnemucca, Nevada
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• Clear writing strategies for all students in a class

• Clear writing methods for teachers
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SCHOOL
• Common writing language across all classrooms and  

content areas within a school

• Easy movement from grade to grade within a school

• Clear writing strategies for all students in a class

• Clear writing methods for teachers
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DISTRICT
• Common expectations and vertical alignment

• Easy for students to transfer from school to school

• Common writing language within a district

• Common writing language across all classrooms and  
content areas within a school

• Easy movement from grade to grade within a school

• Clear writing strategies for all students in a class

• Clear writing methods for teachers

Tool T5-15a

©2016 Voyager Sopris Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Step Up to Writing • Grades 9–12

Name:  _______________________________________  Date:  ________________

A Vague Argument Report
Lower the Voting Age

The legal voting age in the United States is 18. There has been a 
great deal of discussion about making the voting age lower than 18. 
People have different opinions about this idea. There are many excellent 
reasons why we should lower the voting age.

First of all, 17-year-olds are allowed to drive, so they should  
also be allowed to vote. Obviously, driving is a huge responsibility.  
If 17-year-olds are considered responsible enough to drive, they should 
be considered responsible enough to vote. In fact, 17-year-olds should 
be able to drive up to the polling booth and cast a vote. They are 
responsible enough to do both. In many countries 17-year-olds can vote.

Another reason is that 17-year-olds are old enough to serve in the 
military. Therefore, they can join different services when they turn 17. 
People in the military do many things that take responsibility, skill, and 
courage. Anyone who can serve in the military has proven that he or 
she can handle the act of voting.

Finally, young people should learn the importance of voting. 
Voting is an important civic responsibility. Many people do not vote in 
elections. People are more likely to develop the habit of voting if they 
start voting earlier in life. Allowing 17-year-olds to vote is likely to 
encourage them to vote throughout their lives.

In conclusion, 17-year-olds have a great deal to contribute to society, 
and they should be allowed to vote.

How low? 

Which 
countries? 
Give examples

Such as? 
Opposing 

claim?

Elaborate 

Explain

Develop, 
don’t 

repeat!  

Vague 

Give examples 

Such as? 

Why?

Expand 
with ideas 

from the 
argument

Evidence? 
Provide exact 
information 

No 
opposing 

claim was 
considered; 
no citations

Tool T5-15b
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Name:  _______________________________________  Date:  ________________

A Well-Supported Argument Report
Lower the Voting Age to 17

For decades, women and African Americans were denied the right to 
vote—a terrible injustice. Another group is still unfairly denied the right to vote. 
Considering the enormous responsibilities that 17-year-olds accept in other aspects 
of their lives, the voting age should be lowered from 18 to 17.

First, since states allow 17-year-olds to drive, these teens should be allowed 
to vote. Driving is a huge responsibility. Drivers must obey laws and make wise 
decisions, such as not texting while driving and not driving under the influence. 
17-year-olds may be minors under the law, but they make adult decisions as drivers. 
They can make adult decisions at the voting booth.

Another reason to lower the voting age is that 17-year-olds are mature enough 
for military service. All U.S. military branches, including the Army, the Navy, and 
the Marines, allow 17-year-olds to enlist with parental permission. In the military, 
these youths follow orders and handle weapons and machinery (Lublin). If we can 
trust teens to defend our country, we can trust them to elect their representatives in 
government. It is only fair for young people serving their country to have a voice in 
the democracy they defend. 

Finally, voting is an important civic responsibility best learned young. Citizens’ 
role in electing their government representatives is foundational to democracy. 
Unfortunately, in the United States, voter turnout often drops below 50% of eligible 
voters—considerably lower than other democratic nations (“Voter Turnout”). 
17-year-old voters will likely raise voter turnout as they develop good habits as 
citizens.

Indonesia and the Philippines allow 17-year-olds to vote. In other countries, 
such as Brazil and Austria, the minimum voting age is 16. These countries 
recognize that young voters can contribute to society.

Some would argue that lowering the voting age from 18 to 17 involves too much 
effort because it requires a Constitutional amendment. However, Congress lowered 
the voting age from 21 to 18 as recently as 1971. More importantly, effort should not 
stand in the way of just laws.

Allowing 17-year-olds to vote acknowledges their responsibility in other areas 
of life. Today, we wonder how anyone could have denied women and African 
Americans the right to vote. One day, we will wonder why we waited so long to let 
17-year-olds vote.

Good 
Clarification  
of Claim 

Good 
Examples

Detailed 
elaboration 

Clear 
Connection

Clear 
explanation  

Good 
development

Strong 
examples  

Strong 
evidence  

Clear answer 
to the 
counterclaim 

Conclusion 
ties up the 
ideas in the 
argument

Works Cited: Lublin, Nancy. “Lower the Voting Age.” Huffington Post. TheHuffingtonPost.com, Inc., 25 May 2011. Web. 7 Oct. 2014. 
 “Voter Turnout.” FairVote. FairVote, The Center for Voting and Democracy, n.d. Web. 14 Nov. 2014.

Implementation Options Adapt to 
Specific School and District Needs
Step Up to Writing can be implemented in a single 
classroom, or across a school or district. The more 
schools that implement, the more powerful the strategies 
become, supporting both vertical alignment across grade 
levels and horizontal alignment across content areas.

Developing an opinion into a clearly stated and supported claim 
requires a shift in thinking, planning, and writing.
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COMMON WRITING LANGUAGE ACROSS CONTENT AREAS

SUPPORTS WRITING AND LEARNING  
IN THE CONTENT AREAS
Step Up to Writing teaches students to respond to what they read in all content areas through writing. A solid 
collection of classroom-proven reading and listening exercises encourages students at all grade levels to go beyond 
the words on the page to apply, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate text in each subject they study. 

Writing in Math, Social Studies, and Science Classrooms:

Tool E10-4b

©2015 Voyager Sopris Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
Permission is granted to reproduce this page for Step Up to Writing classroom use.  Tool E10-4b Writing in the Subject Areas 

Step Up to Writing • Grades 3–5

Name:  ____________________________________ Date:  ______________

Writing to Explain Math:  
Step-by-Step Example

Directions: Explain the steps you used to solve a word problem. Writing each step in a 
different box will help you “see” each step of the process before you write a paragraph.

Question = How many more cans do the kids need to collect to reach their goal of 500 cans? 

Show your work for each step. Explain what you did in complete sentences.

Step 1: Write all the facts you know 
from the question.
 Goal  = 500 cans
 Katie = 38 cans
 Alysha = 43 cans
 Jason = 27 cans
 Rajiv = 61 cans

Explain 

First, I listed all of the facts I knew about how many  

cans the kids want to collect and how many each kid  

has collected so far.  

Step 2: Solve
 38
 43
 27
 +  61
 169

Explain 

Next, I added 38, 43, 27, and 61 because I needed  

to know how many cans the kids have collected all  

together. They have a total of 169 cans.  

Step 3: Solve
 500
 –  169
  331

Explain 

Finally, I subtracted 169 from 500. I did this to find  

out how many cans the kids have left to collect. Their  

goal is 500 cans, but they only collected 169 so far. 

Step 4: Solve Explain 

Step 5: Final answer
 331

Explain 

The kids need to collect 331 more cans to reach their  

goal of 500 cans. 
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Biographical Sketch: Narrative Example

Step 1: Title = Vinnie Ream: A Talented Artist 

Step 2:  Quick Sketch 
Plan your story.

Step 3:  Quick Notes 
Jot helpful words and phrases.

B
eg

in
ni

ng
 

 – Born in 1847
 – Madison, Wisconsin
 – Natural artistic talent
 –  

M
id

d
le

 – Studied statues in Washington, D.C.
 – Studied with sculptor Clark Mills
 – Earned money making sculptures
 –  Picked by Congress to sculpt a 

statue of Abraham Lincoln
 – Some people didn’t want her to do it
 – Proved people wrong
 –  First woman artist for U.S. 

government 
 –  
 –  

E
nd

 – Died in 1914
 –  Showed what matters is talent and 

hard work
 –  

Title = Vinnie Ream: A Talented Artist 

Vinnie Ream was born in Madison, 
Wisconsin, on September 25, 1847. From an 
early age, Ream had natural artistic talent.

In 1861, her family moved to Washington, 
D.C. She studied statues she saw in public 
squares and at the U.S. Capitol. Then she 
began studying with a famous sculptor named 
Clark Mills. Ream developed her talent and 
earned money making sculptures. In 1866, 
Congress picked her to sculpt a statue of 
Abraham Lincoln. She was only 18 years old. 
Some congressmen did not want to choose 
Ream. They thought she would not do a good 
job because she was a woman and very young. 
But Ream proved them wrong. Her statue of 
Lincoln still stands today in a special room in 
the U.S. Capitol. Ream was the first woman 
chosen to create a work of art for the U.S. 
government. 

Vinnie Ream died in 1914. She showed 
that it should not matter if a person is young 
or a woman. What counts is a person’s talent 
and hard work.

For information on Step Up to Writing in Math, visit  
www.voyagersopris.com/stepuptowritingmath

Step Up to Writing  
Companion Program
With Step Up to Writing in Math 
students learn to: 

• Explain mathematical thinking and 
how word problems are solved 

• Use summarizing strategies to write 
about graphs and other math topics 

• Master and apply new math terms

• Enjoy math with engaging,  
multisensory activities
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Study after Study Demonstrates the Effectiveness of Step Up to Writing 

From Independent Dissertations:

DRASTIC 
IMPROVEMENT  

in Writing

Improvements in
QUALITY OF 
STRUCTURE  

and
CONTENT OF 

WRITING

SIGNIFICANT 
GROWTH 

in Expository Reading 
Comprehension  

and Writing

“Comparisons of baseline data to outcome data suggested that using a graphic 
organizer and a checklist improved students’ ability to write an article summary. My 
target students improved their average score from a 4.8 to a 9.5. The class average 
improved from 6.8 to 9.8 out of a total of 12 points.” 
Nguyen, S. (2009). Graphic organizer and checklist: Strategies to improve summarization skills. (Master’s 
thesis). Retrieved from ProQuest. (1471124)

We adopted Step Up to Writing due to 

lagging test scores. During the first year of 

implementation, our fourth grade writing 

scores improved 32.4 percent. We are now 

sharing Step Up to Writing strategies with 

the other elementary schools in our district. 

—Lori Larson, Literacy Specialist 
Columbia Valley Gardens Elementary, Longview, Washington

“Improvement in organization was demonstrated through increase in use of 
transition words and appropriate order of sentence structures; improvement in 
content quality was demonstrated through increase in details and explanation/
example sentences, as well as the strength of support.” 
Velasco, R. (2009). Step up to writing, step into summaries: Improving the organization of student summary 
writing with the use of outlines. (Master’s thesis). (1471136) 

“All students showed significant growth in expository reading comprehension and 
writing, which was of comparable magnitude for both native English speakers and 
English language learners.”
Smith, K. A. (2008). Reading writers and writing readers: The impact of the step up to writing literacy  
program on diverse 6th grade students. University of California, Irvine, and University of California,  
Los Angeles. (3334588)
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STRATEGIES AND STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTION  
FOR EACH COMPONENT OF WRITING  

SHARING
AND 

PUBLISHING
PREWRITING

PLANNING DRAFTING REVISING EDITING CREATING 
FINAL COPY PROOFREADING

Step Up to Writing helps students understand the importance of each step of the writing process. Beginning writers 
explicitly learn and practice each phase of the writing process. As students become more advanced writers, they 
move back and forth between the phases, and the process becomes more fluid and automatic.

Tool S2-11aName:  

©2015 Voyager Sopris Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Step Up to Writing • Grades 6–8

Proofreading Checklist

Format _____  Page margins correct and consistent
_____  Title (and subheads, if present) correctly placed and capitalized 
_____  Header and/or footer text present and correct, if needed
_____  Name, date, and class information present and correctly placed
_____  Page numbers present and correctly placed
_____  Paragraphs correctly formatted and consistent
_____  Font, type size, and line and word spacing correct and consistent

Capitalization _____  First word in each sentence capitalized
_____  Proper nouns and adjectives capitalized

Usage _____  No fragments or run-on sentences
_____  Subjects and verbs agree; verb tense consistent
_____  Pronouns and antecedents clear; subject and object pronouns correct
_____  No dangling or misplaced modifiers

Punctuation _____  End punctuation present and correct for all sentence types
_____   Commas correct: lists, dates, place names, compound and complex 

sentences
_____  Apostrophes correct for possessives (Amy’s) and contractions (isn’t)
_____   Quotation marks, commas, and end punctuation placed correctly in 

quotations and dialogue

Spelling _____  Words with suffixes: check accuracy of single or doubled consonants 
_____  Words with prefixes: base word spelling not altered
_____   Frequently confused words (e.g., their/there/they’re, your/you’re, to/two/too, 

etc.)
_____  Frequently misspelled words (e.g., believe, definitely, judgment, etc.)
_____  Personal spelling weaknesses

Graphics and 
Multimedia

_____  Visual, audio, or other media links are placed near corresponding text
_____  Captions are present and correct
_____  Internet links (URLs) are placed correctly and are live 

References _____  In-text citations, endnotes, or footnotes present and correctly placed
_____  Works Cited or References page present 
 _____  Each necessary element of citations present and correct
 _____   Entry formatting correct and consistent (MLA, APA, or teacher-

specified), including punctuation and styling 

Editing Errors _____  No repeated, missing, or misplaced words
_____  No typos in recently added text
_____  No extra or missing spaces
_____  No extra or missing punctuation

Tool S2-7cName:  

©2015 Voyager Sopris Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Collaborative Writing Planner
Group members:  ____________________  ___________________  __________________

  ____________________  ___________________  __________________

Tasks Team Member(s) 
Responsible Date Due

Step 1 
Prewrite

Brainstorming All
Record plan on this sheet
Other:

Step 2 
Plan

Develop topic sentence or  
thesis statement

All

Other: 

Step 3 
Draft

Step 4 
Revise

Discuss everyone’s reviews All

Step 5 
Edit

Editors:
C – capitalization
U – usage
P – punctuation
S – spelling
Other: 

Step 6 
Write final 
copy

Final changes made

Step 7 
Proofread

Step 8 
Share and/or 
publish

Tool S2-21bName:  
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Plan a Paragraph with a 
, –, • Informal Outline

Title =  ����������������������������������������

Topic =  ���������������������������������������

 

 

 

– 
• 
• 

– 
• 
• 

– 
• 
• 

– 
• 
• 

– 
• 
• 

– 
• 
• 

Conclusion =  

(Key/Star 
Idea) (Explain)

(Explain)

(Explain)

(Explain)

(Explain)

(Explain)

(Key/Star 
Idea)

(Key/Star 
Idea)

Tool S2-4aName:  
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Classification Map

Venn Diagram

Graphic Organizers That  
Support Brainstorming

Tool S1-22aName:  
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Mapping and Webbing

Directions: Use the following graphics to organize notes. Draw large versions on 
notebook paper and fill in your notes, or sketch small versions of the graphics into 
the right column of your Two-Column Notes. 

as

Tool S1-33eName:  
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Text Structure: Compare/Contrast

Characteristic/
Attribute

First Person, Place,  
or Idea

���������������������

Second Person, Place,  
or Idea

���������������������

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  
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Text Structure: Classification

Topic

Category 1 Category 2 Category 3

Tool S1-33hName:  
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Text Structure: Sequence

Topic = 1. 2.

3.

6. 5. 4.

7.

8.

Finished!

Tool S1-33bName:  
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Text Structure: Cause/Effect

Summarize or Describe the Effect(s)

Explain the Cause(s)

Topic =  
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Text Structure: Compare/Contrast

___________________________ ___________________________
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Text Structure: Problem/Solution

Problem

Topic =  

Solution Results

Bubble Web 

Cause-Effect Diagram 

Sequence Diagram

Problem-Solution Organizer

Compare/ 
Contrast Table

Tool S2-25aName:  
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Transitions for Different Purposes
Use transitions to:
• Introduce new ideas.
• Connect key/star ideas.

Basic Transitions Sets
One • The other
One • Another

First of all • Also
To begin • Next

One • Equally important
First of all • Next • The final

One example • Another example
A good example • A better example

An important • An equally important
A good • A better • The best

To begin • Then • Consequently
One way • Another way • A final method

Initially • Then • After that
A bad • A worse • The worst

To begin • At the same time • Finally
First of all • Besides • In addition

Transition Words for  
Showing Place or Location

 Near Outside
 Beside Inside
 On top of Behind
 Between Next to
 Across from By
 Throughout
 To the right of
 On the left side

Transition Words for  
Showing Time

 Before After
 During Later
 Until Then
 Meanwhile
 As soon as
 Sometimes

Transition Words for  
Making a Point

 For example An example of
 For instance As well as
 In other words
 The most important
 Furthermore

Transition Words for  
Comparing and Contrasting

 Similar to Unlike
 Equal to On the other hand
 Likewise Opposite from
 A similar In contrast
 Another Different from
 The same as But

Tool E2-13a
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Step Up to Writing • Grades 3–5

Name:  ____________________________________ Date:  ______________

Editing and Proofreading Checklist

Capitalization
	 ❑ First word in each sentence is capitalized.
	 ❑ Proper nouns are capitalized.

Usage
	 ❑ All sentences are complete.
	 ❑ Subjects and verbs agree.
	 ❑ Pronouns are used correctly.

Punctuation
	 ❑ Every sentence has punctuation at the end.
	 ❑ Commas, apostrophes, and quotation marks are used correctly.

Spelling 
	 ❑ Suffixes and prefixes are added properly.
	 ❑ Frequently misspelled words checked.
	 ❑ Personal spelling weaknesses checked.

Format
	 ❑ There are margins on all sides of the page.
	 ❑ Title and heading are correct.
	 ❑ All paragraphs are indented.
	 ❑     Graphics and illustrations are neat and in the right 

place (if included).
	 ❑ List of sources is included (if needed).

Other Errors
	 ❑ No repeated or missing words.
	 ❑ No typos.
	 ❑ No extra or missing spaces.

C
U
P
S

Tool E2-9c
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Name:  ____________________________________ Date:  ______________

Moving through the Writing Process   
(continued)

The Story of “The Star-Spangled Banner”

How “The Star-Spangled Banner” became the national anthem is 
fascinating. Francis Scott Key first wrote it as a poem during the War of 
1812. A British ship took Key prisoner near the city of Baltimore. From 
the ship’s deck he watched British ships bomb an American fort. But 
in the morning, the American flag still flew above it. Key wrote down 
what he saw on a scrap of paper. He set the poem to a popular tune. 
“The Star-Spangled Banner” was born. However, it was not until 1931 
that Congress named it the national anthem of the United States. Today, 
“The Star-Spangled Banner” represents the U.S. It is performed before 
baseball games and other public events. People stand. Everyone sings 
together. When Americans sing “The Star-Spangled Banner,” they honor 
“the land of the free and the home of the brave.”

Steps 6, 7, and 8: Write Final Copy, Proofread, Share/Publish

Works Cited: McCollum, Sean. “The Story Behind the Song: The Star-Spangled Banner.” The Kennedy 
Center ArtsEdge. John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, n.d. Web. 24 Apr. 2014. 

“The Star-Spangled Banner.” Smithsonian.com. Smithosonian National Museum of American History, n.d. 
Web. 24 Apr. 2014.

Step Up to Writing teaches explicit writing strategies within the writing process (pre-

writing, drafting, revising, editing, final copy, proofreading, sharing) to help students 

organize their thinking and their writing. ... Through this program, our students have 

learned to organize and write in a logical order, expand and support their statements, and 

write cohesive multiparagraph pieces, even at an early age. 

–Fox Point-Bayside School District, Wisconsin

WRITING PROCESS
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STUDENTS MASTER THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF WRITING
Sentences are the building blocks of writing, which is why Step Up to Writing provides sentence-writing instruction for 
all grade levels. Strategies teach students how to move from simple sentence construction to sentences that are rich in 
content, reflect good word choice, and share information in interesting and accurate ways.

PRACTICAL STRATEGIES TO INCREASE VOCABULARY
Beginning at the elementary level and moving through high school, Step Up to Writing supports teachers in providing 
focused vocabulary instruction so that students can choose stronger, more descriptive words in their writing.

 SECTION 2

8 Handy Pages • Grades 3–5

Foundational Writing Skills

Masterful Sentences
Sentence variety makes your writing interesting.

Four Kinds of Sentences

Declarative: Make a statement. 
We camped in Arches National Park. 

Imperative: Give a command. 
Do not litter in the park.  

Exclamatory: Show some feeling. 
This place is so amazing! 

Interrogative: Ask a question.
Where is the longest rock arch?

Three Sentence Structures

Simple Sentence
• Shares one complete thought

Complete thought

We camped in the park. 

Compound Sentence
•  Shares two or more complete 

thoughts
•  The two thoughts are connected 

with one of these conjunctions: 
for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so. 

•  Needs a comma before the 
conjunction

Complete thought + comma

We camped in the park, 
Conjunction

so
Complete thought

we could see the rock arches. 

Complex Sentence
• Shares two thoughts

 – One thought is complete
 –  One thought is incomplete; it 
doesn’t make sense by itself

•  The two thoughts are connected 
with a conjunction that shows 
how the thoughts are related by 
cause and effect or time: after, 
although, because, before, if, unless, 
until, when, while 

Complete thought

We left
Incomplete thought

because it started to rain.
Complete thought

the sun came out brightly. 
Incomplete thought

After it rained

12 Handy Pages • Grades 3–5

Foundational Writing Skills SECTION 3 Vocabulary

Using Vocabulary Resources
Learn and use new and different words to make your writing precise 

and interesting.

•  Use a dictionary to look up words or clarify your understanding of a word. 

• Use a glossary at the back of a text to look up unfamiliar words in that text. 

•  Use a thesaurus to look up synonyms and antonyms and find the  
perfect word.

  

 
Expanding Vocabulary

Note cards are a great way to learn new words to use in your  
writing. Use the front of the card to write the word and draw a sketch.  
Use the back of the card to write a definition and a meaningful  
sentence using the word. 

Tool E3-9a
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Name:  ____________________________________ Date:  ______________

Vocabulary Note Card: Example 1

Front:
oasis

o•a•sis (noun)  – Place
• In desert
• Has water
• Plants grow

The travelers stopped at the oasis in the desert to 
get water and rest in the shade.

Back:

Front Back

o•a•sis (noun)  – Place
• In desert
• Has water
• Plants grow

The travelers stopped at the oasis in the 
desert to get water and rest in the shade.

What is the most interesting vocabulary word you have learned 
lately?

 

    

lo•co•mo•tive \lō-k e-mō-tı̆v\

n.  An engine that moves under its  
own power; especially one that  
hauls cars on a railroad 

Pronunciation

Part of 
Speech

Syllables

Definition

Word

Illustration

 SECTION SECTION

 Handy Pages • Grades 3–5 9

2
Perfect Paragraphs

Plan your perfect paragraph with an informal outline.  
Make sure to support each key/star idea with details!

Title = Arches National Park 
Topic = What to see and do at Arches National Park

P  Amazing rocks  – 2,000 stone arches
 – Tall stone towers
 – Balanced rocks

P  Exploring  – Trails
• Short
• Full-day
• Guided

 – Visitors’ center
• Plants
• Animals

Conclusion = Natural wonder to visit and enjoy 

Arches National Park

You will find a lot to see and do at Arches National Park. 
People come from all over the world to see the park’s amazing rocks. 
Over 2,000 natural sandstone arches give the park its name. These 
visitors see tall stone towers and huge balanced rocks. Visitors can also 
explore the park. All kinds of hikers can enjoy the trails. Some trails 
are short nature walks and others are full-day adventures. Rangers 
also give guided hikes. People often stop at the visitors' center to learn 
even more about the park. The displays at the visitors' center provide 
information about the plants and animals that live in the park. Arches 
National Park in Utah is a natural wonder to visit and enjoy. 

Look at the paragraph. Find each part of the outline in the paragraph.   

The E’s are 
elaboration, 
such as 
examples and 
explanations .

E’s: Examples 
and 
Explanations .

Tells what 
the paragraph 
will be about . 
Writers can 
always draft a 
title and change 
it later . 

Subject of the 
paragraph . This 
will become a 
topic sentence .

Key/star ideas 
are big ideas that 
support the topic .

Connects to the 
topic sentence 
and ends 
paragraph in an 
interesting way .

Topic Sentence

Key/Star Idea

Key/Star Idea

Conclusion

 Handy Pages • Grades 3–5 13

 SECTION SECTION 3

Don’t get caught in the “things” trap . We saw things at the museum .

We saw mastodon bones at the museum .

Change “to be” verbs—is, am, are,  
was, were, be, being—into action verbs . 

One day we were at an old fort .

One day we explored an old fort . 

Learn synonyms and antonyms . great adj.

 1 .  Big in size <A great gap opened in  
the glacier .>

   syn large, huge, wide, enormous, 
massive, gigantic

  ant little, small, tiny, slim

 2 .  Very good <The new music sounded 
great .>

   syn excellent, outstanding, amazing, 
wonderful, terrific, super

  ant awful, poor, terrible

Understand shades of meaning—similar 
but slightly different meanings .

Pick the best word for the sentence: 
content, pleased, glad, happy, joyful, thrilled . 

When Rashad finished his first race, 

he was so  that he did a 

backflip over the finish line . 

Use figurative language for effect,  
including similes and metaphors .

Simile: comparison using like or as

My sister swims like a dolphin .

Metaphor: comparison not using like or as

That dog is a clown .  

Write your own simile or metaphor. 

 

 

Choosing Precise Words
No matter what kind of writing you are creating, it is important 

to use precise words. Keep in mind these tips to help you use the 
best words every time. 

Student Handy Pages

BUILD FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS
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PROVIDES COMPREHENSIVE INSTRUCTION IN THE 
THREE TYPES OF WRITING
Step Up to Writing provides more than 65 strategies to explicitly teach the three types of writing students need to 
master in order to be prepared for college and career. Explicit instruction helps teachers explain the differences 
between informative/explanatory, opinion/argument, and narrative writing. 

 SECTION 2

10 Handy Pages • Grades 3–5

Foundational Writing Skills

Conclusion

Elaboration  
or Details

Topic 
Sentence

 

Key/Star 
Idea

Key/Star 
Idea

Key/Star 
Idea

Key/Star 
Idea

Key/Star 
Idea

Key/Star 
Idea

Key/Star 
Idea

Conclusion

Elaboration  
or Details

Topic  
Sentence

Types of Writing
You can write to explain, to support a point of view, or  

to tell a story. Each of these is a different type of writing. 

Informative/Explanatory Writing  

Gives information or explains ideas.

 Life Cycle of Bees

All honeybees go through the same life cycle. The four stages are egg, 
larva, pupa, and adult. In the first stage, every bee starts out as an egg laid by 
the hive’s only queen. She puts each egg in a tiny wax cell, and the egg starts 
to change there. In the second stage, the egg hatches into a larva. A bee larva 
looks like a small, white worm with a hungry mouth. Worker bees feed the 
larva, and it grows quickly. Once a larva is full-size, worker bees close up the 
cell with wax. In the third stage, the larva becomes a pupa. It spins a cocoon 
around itself and changes from white to the colors of an adult bee. Becoming 
an adult bee is the fourth and final stage. The bee chews its way out of the 
cell and stretches its wings. Now it is ready to be as busy as a bee. In total, it 
takes 16–24 days to grow from egg to adult. Bees have many different jobs in 
the hive, but they all grow up in the same way. 

Opinion Writing   

States and supports a point of view.

 Save the Honeybees!

We need honeybees and now they need our help! We must find out why 
these important insects are disappearing. First of all, we need honeybees 
because they play a big role in our food supply. Yes, they make delicious 
honey, but they also carry pollen to the flowers of fruits, nuts, and vegetables. 
Most plants need pollen on their flowers so that the flowers can turn into 
many of the foods we eat. Now, honeybees need our help. A mysterious 
illness called Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD) is wiping out beehives. So  
we must find out why these important insects are disappearing. Some 
scientists say a disease is responsible. Also, the pesticides that farmers spread 
on plants may be to blame. Clearly, we must find out why honeybees are 
disappearing. Scientists need to do more research. When honeybees are 
gone, it will be too late. 

Title

Title
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Foundational Writing Skills

Conclusion

Elaboration  
or Details

Topic 
Sentence

 

Key/Star 
Idea

Key/Star 
Idea

Key/Star 
Idea

Key/Star 
Idea

Key/Star 
Idea

Key/Star 
Idea

Key/Star 
Idea

Conclusion

Elaboration  
or Details

Topic  
Sentence

Types of Writing
You can write to explain, to support a point of view, or  

to tell a story. Each of these is a different type of writing. 

Informative/Explanatory Writing  

Gives information or explains ideas.

 Life Cycle of Bees

All honeybees go through the same life cycle. The four stages are egg, 
larva, pupa, and adult. In the first stage, every bee starts out as an egg laid by 
the hive’s only queen. She puts each egg in a tiny wax cell, and the egg starts 
to change there. In the second stage, the egg hatches into a larva. A bee larva 
looks like a small, white worm with a hungry mouth. Worker bees feed the 
larva, and it grows quickly. Once a larva is full-size, worker bees close up the 
cell with wax. In the third stage, the larva becomes a pupa. It spins a cocoon 
around itself and changes from white to the colors of an adult bee. Becoming 
an adult bee is the fourth and final stage. The bee chews its way out of the 
cell and stretches its wings. Now it is ready to be as busy as a bee. In total, it 
takes 16–24 days to grow from egg to adult. Bees have many different jobs in 
the hive, but they all grow up in the same way. 

Opinion Writing   

States and supports a point of view.

 Save the Honeybees!

We need honeybees and now they need our help! We must find out why 
these important insects are disappearing. First of all, we need honeybees 
because they play a big role in our food supply. Yes, they make delicious 
honey, but they also carry pollen to the flowers of fruits, nuts, and vegetables. 
Most plants need pollen on their flowers so that the flowers can turn into 
many of the foods we eat. Now, honeybees need our help. A mysterious 
illness called Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD) is wiping out beehives. So  
we must find out why these important insects are disappearing. Some 
scientists say a disease is responsible. Also, the pesticides that farmers spread 
on plants may be to blame. Clearly, we must find out why honeybees are 
disappearing. Scientists need to do more research. When honeybees are 
gone, it will be too late. 

Title

Title

 SECTION SECTION 2

 

Narrative Writing 

Tells a true or fictional story. The following is an example of imaginative 
narrative writing.

 Why Bees Do the Waggle Dance

Once upon a time, honeybees stayed busy, but they were pretty 
confused. They flew in all directions searching for flowers. A worker bee 
might find a good garden full of blossoms, but she had no way to tell the 
others where to find them.

Then along came Polly. She was a happy bee. She worked hard. 
She also liked to laugh and tell jokes. “What did the boss bee say to the 
naughty bee?” Polly asked. “Bee-hive yourself!” The other bees tried not to 
laugh. Polly also liked to dance with her friends. She wiggled and waggled 
when she returned from the field. The queen noticed something about 
Polly and her friends. They always came back with the most nectar and 
pollen.

The boss bee did not like Polly’s behavior. “Knock it off!” she buzzed 
one day. Polly hung her antennae and stopped dancing. After that, she and 
her friends did not find as many flowers. 

One day the queen called Polly to her chamber. “When you dance, 
you’re telling the other bees where to find flowers, aren’t you?” Polly 
nodded. “Show me,” the queen said. Polly danced one direction. Then 
she danced in a figure-eight. “That tells them what direction and how far 
the best blossoms are,” the queen said. The queen turned to the boss bee. 
“Have Polly teach this dance to all the bees in the hive!”

And that is why honey bees do the waggle dance.

What type of writing do you most like to read?  What type of writing 
do you most like to write?

Beginning

End

Middle

 Handy Pages • Grades 3–5 11

EXPLICIT STRATEGIES FOR WRITING TYPES EMPHASIZED IN STANDARDS

Students Analyze Writing 
Models to Differentiate 

INFORMATIVE, 
OPINION/ARGUMENT, 

and  
NARRATIVE WRITING
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To support instruction, students have the opportunity to read samples of the three types of writing using 
the same topic. Then, during instruction, students learn how to:

• Introduce a topic

• Organize ideas with reasons, facts, and details

• Explain, give examples, and provide evidence of the reasons, facts, or details

• Conclude with a clear statement

The strategies help students differentiate topic sentences, key ideas, and details that require more 
elaboration in order to create strong informative/explanatory, opinion/argument, and narrative writing. 

 

Three Types of Writing

Informative/  
Explanatory Opinion/Argument

Narrative

Imaginative Narrative Nonfiction Narrative

Introduction

Body

Conclusion

Topic Sentence/

Statement that 
previews what is 
to follow

Introduction

Body

Conclusion

Topic Sentence/

Statement that 
makes a claim

Beginning

Middle

End

Context & Point 
of View
• Narrator
• Characters
• Setting

Beginning

Middle

End

Context & Point  
of View
• Background 

of the issue/ 
situation  

• 
relationship 
to the issue/ 
situation

Key/Star Ideas 
(Big Ideas)
• Transitions
• Elaboration 

(e.g., facts 
or evidence, 
explanations, 
examples)

Key/Star Ideas 
(Reasons for 
claim)
• Transitions
• Elaboration 

(e.g., 
evidence, 
explanations, 
examples)

Imagined 
Experiences/ 
Events
Dialogue, 
pacing, and 
description
Plot 
• Events
• 

problem
• Climax

Real Experiences/ 
Events in a logical 
sequence (usually 
chronological)

Restatement of 
topic

Conclusion 
follows from 
and supports 
the claim

• Solution Resolution and 

No Secrets/Suspense No Secrets/Suspense Secrets/Suspense

Step Up to Writing is beneficial to teachers and students in three ways: First, it provides for teachers 
a clear understanding of the writing process and how to explicitly teach narrative and expository 
writing. Next, it engages all students by providing hands-on, kinesthetic strategies. Finally, the 
strategies can be used throughout the grades. Clearly, Step Up to Writing is what America needs to 
become a nation of writers and meet the rigors of our standards.

—Karen Valdes 
Assistant Superintendent, California
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STUDENTS BUILD SOPHISTICATION ACROSS  
ALL ASPECTS OF WRITING
Step Up to Writing students:

Tool S1-19aName:  
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Using Two-Column Notes 
for Character Analysis

Title = “The Tell-Tale Heart”
Character Description

Narrator – Madman
• Afraid of the old man’s eye: “Whenever

it fell upon me, my blood ran cold”
• Claims to hear “all things in the

heaven and in the earth”
– Murderer

• Kills the old man: “I was never
kinder to the old man than during the
the whole week before I killed him.”

– Guilty conscience
• Hears the old man’s heart beating:

“it is the beating of his hideous heart!”
• Admits his crime to the police:

“I admit the deed!”
Old man – Afraid

• Wants to know who is shining a
lantern on him: “the old man sprang
up in the bed, crying out—‘Who’s there?’”
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Summary

Jordan Romero Finds His Everest

The magazine article “Into the Death Zone” tells the story of 
Jordan Romero, a California boy who dreamed of climbing the 
Seven Summits—the tallest mountains on each continent. A 
mural of those mountains in the hallway of his grade school 
inspired Jordan when he was in third grade. With his father’s 
help and encouragement, he started running and riding his bike 
to get stronger. Within three years they had climbed five of the 
Seven Summits. Then “Team Jordan” faced the tallest summit 
of them all—Mount Everest in Asia. In 2010, they went to the 
base of the mountain to start training for the big climb. They 
faced avalanches, cold weather, and altitudes that were so high 
people struggled to breathe; they were in the “death zone.” But on 
May 21, Jordan climbed to the top with his dad and the rest of 
his team. A year later, he climbed the last of the Seven Summits, 
Vinson Massif in Antarctica. Jordan now travels around the 
world giving speeches and telling young people to dare to do great 
things. “Find your Everest!” he says.

Work Cited: McCollum, Sean. “Into the Death Zone.” Scholastic Scope 14 Feb. 2011: 5-9. Print.
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1. Prewrite

2. Plan

3. Draft

4. Revise

5. Edit

6. Write final copy

7. Proofread

8. Share and/or publish

The Writing Process for 
Step Up to Writing

Tool S7-14bName:  
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From Informal Outline to First Draft
Title = The Ancient Sumerians: A People of Firsts 

First Outline Section

  Agriculture 
(Transition: key advances)

 Ȥ Mesopotamia
 • Present-day Iraq
 • Includes Tigris and Euphrates Rivers
 • Rich in fertile land

 Ȥ Irrigation
 • Brought water to farmlands
 •  People could stay, grow crops, flourish

Draft Paragraph

The Sumerians had some key advances in agriculture. They lived in Mesopotamia in 
the Middle East in present-day Iraq. This area includes two rivers. The land between the 
Tigris and Euphrates is very fertile. Irrigation was an important advance, allowing water to 
be brought to the farmlands, which allowed people to stay in one place, and grow crops for 
food. They flourished in this area, which became known as Sumer, in the southern part of 
Mesopotamia (Guisepi and Willis; Mann).

Second Outline Section

  Rise of city-states 
(Transition: also)

 Ȥ Included city, surrounding villages, and land
 • Begun around 4000 B.C.E.
 • Crops from countryside provided food in city
 • Fine public buildings, water system, markets

 Ȥ Unique identity for each city
 • Temple dedicated to particular god
 • Included people of all kinds, classes Tool S4-15bName:  
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Examples of Leads—The Blues
Short 
Narrative

On the streets of small towns and big cities, flags waved, drums beat, and 
people cheered as men lined up to join the army. In the North and in the South, 
nervous young soldiers were marching off to war. They were all Americans, but 
they would soon be shooting at each other.

The Civil War (1861–1865) left more United States soldiers dead than any other 
war in U.S. history, before or since. About 620,000 soldiers lost their lives during 
the conflict, a bitter struggle that changed the nation in dramatic ways.

Question What happens when two countries assert their right to the same land? 

In the region known as Kashmir—claimed by both Pakistan and India—the 
result has been decades of tension and the threat of war.

A Bold or 
Startling 
Statement

A parrot may be smarter than a one-year-old human, and a dog may be 
smarter than a three-year-old. Alex the African grey parrot used over 100 
words, and Chaser the border collie recognizes over a thousand. Language and 
intelligence can no longer be seen as uniquely the domain of humans. 

Recent research sheds new light on the often-overlooked intelligence of animals.

Quotation “In this world, nothing can be said to be certain, except death and taxes,” 
Benjamin Franklin said in the 1700s. 

Taxes have long been a subject for both humor and serious debate, but few 
Americans are laughing in the days leading up to April 15, the deadline for filing 
income tax returns. However, the truth is that Americans literally asked for it; 
when there was no federal income tax more than 100 years ago, a movement 
emerged to create one. 

Facts and 
Background

There was a time when the word polio struck fear into the hearts of 
families, communities, and countries. Poliomyelitis is a virus that strikes the 
central nervous system and can lead to paralysis and death, especially among 
young children. In the last 30 years, however, the number of polio cases has 
fallen drastically. As recently as 1988, there were an estimated 350,000 cases 
worldwide; by 2012, that number had dropped to just 223.

Medical researchers Jonas Salk and Albert Sabin get much of the credit for 
developing the vaccines that curbed the spread of polio; however, philanthropists 
like Bill and Melinda Gates also deserve recognition for helping fund broad 
international efforts to immunize children against the disease.
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Topic Sentences and Thesis Statements

Examples What is the Purpose for 
Writing (Main Idea)?

What Will be 
Explained?

Environmental Science: 
More than 25 invasive fish 
species are damaging the 
freshwater ecosystem in the 
Great Lakes by interfering 
with the food web, spoiling 
the coastal wetlands, and 
causing loss of plant diversity.

To give information about 
damage caused by invasive 
fish species

Three different ways 
invasive species are 
damaging the Great 
Lakes ecosystem

Geometry: When the lengths 
of two sides of a right triangle 
are known, the Pythagorean 
Theorem is used to find the 
measure of the third side.

Science: Today in science we 
learned how scientists test 
instinctive behaviors in adult 
herring gulls.

Literature: “Zebra” by 
Chaim Potok tells the story 
of an injured boy who learns 
to deal with his disability 
through an unexpected 
friendship with a Vietnam 
War veteran. 

My Topic Sentence:

Focus on Task, Purpose,  
and Audience
• The three types of writing

• Point of view

• Formal style

• Precise words

• Tone and mood

• Figurative language

Follow the Writing Process  
to Develop a Topic
Focusing on a single step or skill, such as 
brainstorming or proofreading, gives students 
concentrated practice that they can then more 
easily apply to longer writing assignments and 
complete compositions.

LITERACY SKILLS FOR COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS

Write in Response to a Wide Range  
of Domain-Specific Text
• Read deeply

• Take meaningful notes from text

• Summarize clearly and succinctly

• Analyze and respond critically to text

• Make inferences
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Form Logical, Well-Reasoned  
Arguments and Opinions
• Claims

• Reasons

• Evidence

• Opposing claims

Use Technology Strategically 

• Locate information

• Evaluate sources

• Text features

• Graphics

• Multimedia

• Publishing

Collaborate with Others
• Tasks, roles, and schedules

• Discussions

• Presentations

• Constructive feedback

Tool S5-14aName:  
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Directions: Write F next to each fact. Write O next to each opinion. Then 
add your own fact and your own opinion to the list.

Claim = The public library should provide more public computers with access to 
the Internet. 

Free public access to the Internet in the library is a good use of tax dollars.

A national U.S. Library Impact Study showed that more than 45% of library 
users access the Internet from their public library.

Library patrons would like to be able to take a break from reading to play 
computer games.

Many members of the community do not have computers in their homes, 
but still need Internet access.

   
Access to the Internet is necessary for checking email, job seeking, and 
online banking.

People who have access to the Internet would be more productive with 
their research time.

Most library patrons will use the computers for online shopping.

Library computers would give patrons access to more research databases 
and sources.

F

O

Facts or Opinions?

Tool S5-6cName:  
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Argument Accordion Essays and Reports

Prompt: Write a short one- to two-page essay on whether humans should 
clone extinct animals. State a claim and provide reasons to support it using 
scientific facts, expert opinions, and logic.

Keep Woolly Mammoths Extinct
Introduction
Thesis Statement 
(Claim) The Plan

In 2013, Russian scientists discovered the frozen carcass of a woolly mammoth. 
Because there was muscle and liquid blood still in the body, some people were hopeful 
that science could bring these beasts back from extinction through cloning. The thought 
of recreating extinct species may be exciting, but many experts and ethicists think it is 
wrongheaded.  

Body Paragraph The biggest hurdle in reviving extinct species is the difficulty of cloning, especially 
from the tissues of long-dead animals. An organism’s genome, which contains DNA, 
is the blueprint for its development and growth. The genome exists in almost every cell 
of an organism. Cloning requires a healthy, whole genome to recreate the organism. 
But when animals die, their cells break down very quickly. Since woolly mammoths 
died off thousands of years ago, chances are slim that scientists will be able to find an 
undamaged genome to clone, even from apparently well-preserved blood and tissue. 

Transition 
Topic Sentence

Elaborating 
Sentences

Body Paragraph Yes,	scientists	have	had	some	success	in	cloning	species	like	mice,	sheep,	and	dogs.	
But these clones have been created from living tissue, not rotting carcasses. Even so, 
many of these cloned animals have been born with birth defects, and they lived short 
lives.

Transition 
Topic Sentence
Elaborating 
Sentences

Body Paragraph Cloning extinct animals also puts curiosity before ethics. The question of whether 
we should clone animals is just as important as the question of whether we can clone 
them. At least the animals that have been cloned so far have been common livestock, 
or replacements for cherished pets, and they would have a place and purpose in the 
world. Extinct animals, if cloned, would be alone in the world, without their social 
communities or ecosystems. 

Transition 
Topic Sentence 
(Opposing 
Claim)
Elaborating 
Sentences

Body Paragraph Bringing back mammoths or any extinct species is a distraction from bigger 
scientific concerns. Living species are disappearing at an alarming rate. The Center 
for Biological Diversity estimates Earth could lose 30 to 50 percent of its species by the 
year 2050, mostly due to habitat loss from human development.  Resources should be 
allocated toward maintaining current biological diversity, rather than bringing back 
extinct creatures.

Transition 
Topic Sentence
Elaborating 
Sentences

Conclusion We need to use our know-how, determination, and resources to save the animals 
we still have, not bring back ones already lost. Science should expand its knowledge of 
cloning for practical purposes instead of chasing science fictional fantasies that remind 
us of Jurassic Park.

Clincher

Tool S4-38aName:  
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Graphics in Informative/ 
Explanatory Writing

Review the types of graphics. For each type, write a few ways the graphics may be used in 
writing informative/explanatory text.

Graphics How to Use Graphics in Writing

Charts, Tables, or Graphs
These graphics are good for showing and 
comparing numbers and percentages.

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maps
Maps are useful for showing locations 
mentioned in text.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figures, Diagrams
These can show appearance or how 
something works.
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Role of Reviewer Role of Writer

•  Listen without interrupting as the 
writer reads the piece. Jot down 
notes to help you remember ideas.

 1. Tell a little bit about the piece and why you 
wrote it.

•  Begin your comments by saying 
what you liked about the piece.

 2. Read your writing aloud to the reviewer. 
You can share a first draft or a revised draft.  

•  Ask questions about anything that 
is confusing or that you would like 
to know more about.

 3. Listen carefully to what the reviewer 
says. Jot down notes, but listen without 
interrupting.  

•  Make suggestions about:
Organization – Introduction 

–  Topic sentence/
thesis statement 
(with claim)

– Transitions 
– Conclusion

Ideas/Content – Reasons
–  Development of 

claim
Language/Style – Word choice

– Sentence variety
– Tone

Conventions/ 
CUPS

– Capitalization
– Usage
– Punctuation
– Spelling

 4. Say what you think is strong about 
the piece. Ask for help with the piece’s 
weaknesses.

•  If asked, help the writer fix CUPS 
mistakes.

 5. Decide which suggestions you will use as 
you revise your writing.

Peer Review Roles

Directions: Work with a partner. Each person chooses a piece of his or her argument writing 
to share. Together, decide whose piece to review first. Then both of you—the reviewer and the 
writer—analyze that piece. Sit with the paper or electronic file between you so that you can both 
see the text. After the first piece is reviewed, switch roles and review the other person’s piece. The 
review can be oral, recorded on Tool S5-31b, or recorded on another scoring guide or rubric.
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Tips: Comparing Conflicting  
Information from Sources

When one or more sources contain conflicting information, weigh the following considerations 
to decide which source to use.

 1. Who is the author?
 •  Is the author an expert, or does he/she provide credentials? Is it a government agency, or 

reputable organization (.gov or .edu)? Is it a source that is published with expert reviewers? 
If so, this may mean the information is more reliable.

 • If it is hard to identify who the author is, this source may not be as reliable.
 •  Does the author seem to be unbiased? Is the author using facts to back up statements, 

positions, or opinions? Biased writing is less credible.
 2. What is the date of publication?

 •  Find the publication date of the book, magazine, or online article, or the date of the last 
update of a web page. Both print and digital information can become outdated.

 • If a date cannot be located for an online resource, it may be a less reliable source.
 •  Sources that are substantially more recent might include new information or discoveries 

not available to authors who wrote at an earlier date. More recent dates may indicate more 
reliable information.

 3. Is it a primary or secondary source?
 •  Primary sources are often more reliable because they are original works, often by someone 

who was actually involved in, or witnessed, an event. 
 •  Secondary sources provide information based on someone else’s experience, and explain, 

interpret, or analyze a topic. They may be less reliable since they are a step removed from 
the original event or time.

 4. How relevant is the source to the topic? 
 •  Look at the specific facts and details to determine if a source’s information is closely related 

to your research topic. 
 • If the source is very relevant to your topic, the information may be accurate and reliable. 
 •  If the focus of the research is a particular aspect of a topic, does the source provide 

important information on that aspect?
 5. Is the source accurate and credible?  

 •  If a source doesn’t seem accurate and credible after a review in light of the above criteria, 
don’t use it.

 •  Sources can be accurate and credible, but still conflict; experts often disagree on new fields 
of research or current events.

 •  If sources are accurate and credible, there may be good reason to use them even if they 
conflict. Accurately cite each source used, so that the positions of opposing sides are  
clearly indicated.
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Collaborative Writing Planner
Group members:  ____________________  ___________________  __________________

  ____________________  ___________________  __________________

Tasks Team Member(s) 
Responsible Date Due

Step 1 
Prewrite

Brainstorming All
Record plan on this sheet
Other:

Step 2 
Plan

Develop topic sentence or  
thesis statement

All

Other: 

Step 3 
Draft

Step 4 
Revise

Discuss everyone’s reviews All

Step 5 
Edit

Editors:
C – capitalization
U – usage
P – punctuation
S – spelling
Other: 

Step 6 
Write final 
copy

Final changes made

Step 7 
Proofread

Step 8 
Share and/or 
publish
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PROGRESS MONITORING AND BENCHMARK 
ASSESSMENTS TO INFORM INSTRUCTION
The Step Up to Writing assessment plan provides rigorous baseline and summative assessments for each grade level 
and each type of writing—informative/explanatory, opinion/argument, and narrative—that mirror performance task 
assessments in rigorous high-stakes tests. Through assessments, students:

• Read selections of authentic text on the same topic from different sources

• Answer multiple-choice comprehension questions

• Write a short essay based on a prompt

BASELINE
ASSESSMENT

RESPONSIVE
TEACHING

SUMMATIVE
ASSESSMENT

M
O

N
IT

O
R 

PROGRESS        ANALYZE D
A

TA

ADAPT INSTRUCTION

COMPREHENSIVE EMBEDDED ASSESSMENT

Assessing Beginning Skill Levels and Skill Mastery

Baseline and summative assessments measure progress over time and provide data to plan instruction 
appropriate to students’ needs and abilities. 

Responsive Teaching

Data-tracking and progress-monitoring tools help teachers pinpoint areas of strength and concern to  
support teachers in adapting instruction. Recommendations for differentiation are provided throughout  
Step Up to Writing.
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Questions

Directions: Refer back to the sources on page 2. Fill in the correct bubble to answer the questions.

 1. According to source #2, wind energy produces about how much of the world’s electricity?
A 25 percent
B 2.5 percent
C 20 percent
D 13 percent

 2. According to critics mentioned in source #4, what allows wind energy to compete with coal and natural gas?
A wind farms
B large wind turbines
C financial support from the government 
D the fact that wind does not cost anything

 3.  As presented in source #5, what is one factor that contributes to bird deaths from wind turbines?
A Birds are confused by the noise of wind turbines.
B Wind farms operate at night when birds can’t see turbine blades.
C Bats cannot use their sonar to avoid the wind turbines.
D Wind farms are built along routes birds use to migrate.

 4. What can be inferred about wind power from source #3?
A Most climate scientists believe wind energy is the most powerful energy source.
B Wind power produces more greenhouse gases than coal, petroleum, and natural gas.
C Wind power is the only way to stop rising global temperatures and climate change.
D  The more electricity generated by wind, the less carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases 

will be produced.

 5. What can be inferred about energy sources from the graph in source #6?
A  Electricity production still relies on fossil fuels like coal, petroleum, and natural gas.
B Renewable energy will soon replace other energy sources.
C Wind power is the most promising form of renewable energy.
D Wind power will soon overtake nuclear electric power as an energy source.

2
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Wind Energy: Its Role in Our 
Energy Future
Source #1
How does wind become electricity? According to the 
U.S. Department of Energy: “Wind turbines harness the 
power of the wind and use it to generate electricity. Simply 
stated, a wind turbine works the opposite of a fan. Instead 
of using electricity to make wind, like a fan, wind turbines 
use wind to make electricity. The energy in the wind turns 
two or three propeller-like blades around a rotor. The rotor 
is connected to the main shaft, which spins a generator to 
create electricity.” 

Source #2
What are some of the pros and cons of wind energy? 
According to London’s Grantham Research Institute and 
National Geographic, these are some of the advantages and 
disadvantages of wind energy:

Pros of Wind Energy
• Wind energy does not pollute the air or water.
• Wind power uses a natural, renewable energy source.
• Wind farms can coexist with other land uses, like 

agriculture.
• The largest wind turbines can power 600 U.S. homes.
• The amount of electricity produced by wind energy 

is growing 25% a year.

Cons of Wind Energy
• Wind energy can be unreliable. Other sources of 

electricity must be ready for calm days.
• Wind turbines are very expensive to build, erect, and 

connect to the power grid.
• The blades of wind turbines kill thousands of birds 

and bats each year.
• The noise and looks of wind turbines bother 

some people.
• Wind power only supplies 2.5% of electricity 

worldwide. 

Source #3
Wind energy does not produce greenhouse gases. Coal, 
petroleum, and natural gas produce carbon dioxide (CO2) and 
other greenhouse gases. Greenhouse gases trap heat in the 
atmosphere. According to NASA, almost all climate scientists 
now agree these gases contribute to rising global temperatures 
and climate change. Wind energy holds the promise of 
helping replace these energy sources with clean energy.

Source #4
Wind farms are expensive. Large wind turbines cost $3–$4 
million each to buy and set up, according to Windustry.org. 
That means a wind farm of 25 turbines could cost as much 
as $100 million before any electricity is generated. Critics 
of wind energy also point out that wind energy producers 
have received a lot of financial support from government. 
This takes the form of tax credits that save these companies 
millions of dollars. Without this support, wind energy would 
struggle to compete with coal or natural gas as an affordable 
energy source. 

Source #5
Wind turbines kill birds and bats. Environmentalists 
are concerned that wind turbine blades kill too many birds 
and bats. In some cases, wind farms are built along bird 
migration routes. The American Bird Conservancy reports: 
“A 2008 Department of Energy report calls for the U.S. to 
generate 20% of its electricity from wind by 2030. By then, 
wind turbines are expected to be killing at least one million 
birds each year. . . .” The organization is demanding wind 
energy producers do more to address the problem. 

Source #6

Wind energy supplies a small amount of U.S. 
energy needs.

Energy Sources for U.S. Energy Use, 2011

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration

 
For a complete bibliography of sources, see the Teacher Edition.

Nuclear Electric 
Power

Solar/PV 2%
Geothermal 2%
Waste 5%

Wind 13%

Biofuels 21%

Wood 22%

Hydroelectric 
Power 35%

Renewable 
Energy

Coal 
20%

Petroleum 
36%

Natural Gas 
26%

8%

9%

Assessment Tools
Step Up to Writing assessments ask students to evaluate information graphics and authentic texts from multiple 
sources that provide varying points of views in order to understand author purpose and master the components of 
each writing type.

Assessment tasks mirror those students encounter on  
HIGH-STAKES TESTS

Baseline Assessment: Argument, Grade 7
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SCORING GUIDES SET HIGH STANDARDS  
WITH CLEAR EXPECTATIONS
Scoring Guides with exemplars give students clear direction on what they need to do to revise confidently and 
efficiently and to reach proficient and advanced levels in their writing. These standards match and reinforce the 
expectations included in rubrics and scoring guides used at the state level and on high-stakes national assessments.

Scoring Guides and Checklists 
Set Clear Goals and:

• Save teachers time

• Support teacher-student conferences

• Serve as a tool for peer editing

• Support home-school connection 

Tools S2-1b and S2-1c 

Tool S4-62a
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Types of Writing: Sample 2

Salt Caravans of the Tuareg

Every winter, camels and their Tuareg owners gather in Timbuktu—a legendary city 
in West Africa. These turbaned traders team up with family and friends in caravans 
and prepare for a grueling mission. They will cross waterless sections of the Sahara, 
Africa’s largest desert, to trade for salt and other goods. Most of these salt caravans 
include dozens—even hundreds—of camels. 

The salt caravan sets out in the cool of early morning, led by a madagu. He is an 
experienced Tuareg guide who knows how to navigate across the trackless desert. For 
Tuareg teens, it is an honor to be considered tough enough to take part in the caravan. 

The caravan may take more than three weeks to reach Bilma, in central Niger. Bilma 
is an oasis in the desert with water, date palm trees, and pits where salt is drawn from 
the ground and collected. Salt is an important nutrient for the health of people and 
animals, but it is rare in this part of the world. The traders exchange goats, millet, and 
other crops for cones and cakes of salt, as well as deliciously sweet dates. 

After several days of rest, the caravan begins the return journey. Now the camels are 
each loaded down with as much as 600 pounds of salt. They may be the only animal 
capable of this brutal work. They can go as long as two weeks without water. After a 
month and a half, the caravan at last returns to Timbuktu. There the traders sell the 
valuable salt at the market. 

Tool S2-1bName:  
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Types of Writing: Sample 1

Time for the Tuareg to Stop Wandering

For centuries, the Tuareg have wandered along the edges of the Sahara, Africa’s 
largest desert. These hardy nomads have lived as traders and herders. They ride their tall 
Arabian camels as they carry goods to market or move their livestock between water 
holes and grazing land. Now, however, the Tuareg must settle down to survive. Their 
nomadic way of life cannot resist the changes that are closing in on them.

Bad relations with other tribal groups are one reason the Tuareg need to change their 
ways. Their traditional territory crosses the borders of Algeria, Niger (NEE-zher), Mali, 
and other countries in Northwest Africa. They do not always obey the laws of these 
countries, and these countries do not always respect Tuareg traditions. Also, the Tuareg 
often compete with other tribal groups for water and good grazing land. More and 
more, this competition has led to conflict and even deadly battles. 

The Tuareg are also being affected by a changing environment as the desert expands. 
Years of little rain and blowing sands are causing the desert to spread. Water holes are 
drying up, and areas once good for grazing goats and camels are turning to dust where 
nothing can grow. Routes the Tuareg have traveled for decades no longer have the water 
or plants their livestock need to survive.

The Tuareg have always been a tough and resourceful people, and the decline 
and loss of their proud culture is sad in many ways. But the changes they face are 
unavoidable, and it is time for them to adapt. By choosing to settle in villages rather 
than fight change, they can honor their proud past while having more say in shaping 
their future. If they don’t, their culture could soon disappear beneath the sands of  
the Sahara.

Exemplars Provide Models of Writing

ASSESSMENT: SCORING GUIDES
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DIFFERENTIATE TO SUPPORT ALL STUDENTS
All of the Step Up to Writing strategies benefit all students, and certain features are particularly beneficial to  
specific student populations. Differentiation tips and ideas provide support for students who need additional 
multisensory instruction.

Step Up to Writing is proven effective with:

Bilingual students who were taught these 

strategies saw themselves as successful 

readers and writers. Their confidence, sense of 

responsibility, and leadership skills improved.

—Ana Garcia Gustafson, Assistant Principal 
Hamilton Middle School, Denver Public Schools

DIFFERENTIATION

GENERAL EDUCATION STUDENTS

• Strategies to boost student 
writing to proficient and 
advanced levels

• Solid structure for many  
types of writing assignments

• Revision guidance

• Many opportunities  
for practice using  
consistent strategies

AT-RISK & SPECIAL EDUCATION

• Strategies to make abstract 
concepts concrete

• Reading comprehension 
strategies

• Multisensory approach

• Confidence building through 
step-by-step strategies

• Organization and planning skills

GIFTED & TALENTED

• Organizing information 
strategically and clearly  
to make the most impact

• Clearly articulating complex 
thoughts and content

• Understanding shadows  
of meaning within words

ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS

• Oral language development

• Development of academic 
vocabulary

• Active student involvement

• Relating and organizing 
information

These writing techniques have not only 

raised the skills of our special education 

students an average of two grade levels; 

they have also increased confidence and 

willingness to approach academic tasks.

—Mary Dove, Pupil Service Coordinator 
Cherry Creek School District, Colorado
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FLEXIBLE IMPLEMENTATION TO MEET DIVERSE NEEDS

Supplemental Writing:  
Choose Strategies As Needed

Plan a customized sequence of instruction  
and assessment 

Select from the hundreds of strategies in the 
10 sections that are most appropriate for your 
students’ needs and skill levels to supplement 
your core program. 

Comprehensive Writing:  
Use Unit Maps
Use the Implementation Guide Unit Maps  
to Meet Standards in English Language Arts 

While Step Up to Writing is not designed to 
be taught cover to cover, the Assessment 
and Implementation Guide provides an 
implementation plan with pacing guides that 
teachers can use to ensure they are helping 
students acquire skills that best prepare them fin 
the areas of writing, speaking and listening, and 
language, as well as reading informational text 
and literature, including: 

• Strategies for all grade levels 

• Grade-specific strategies 

• Strategies for differentiation

Programs rarely meet the needs of every child unless teachers use additional strategies to 

adjust instruction … this is where Step Up to Writing begins to be essential.

—Susan Smith
Reading Specialist, Riverside, California

FLEXIBLE IMPLEMENTATION

WHAT ARE YOUR NEEDS?
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AMOUNT OF
INSTRUCTION

USE OF
ASSESSMENTS

QUALITY OF
INSTRUCTION

DIFFERENTIATION

CLASSROOM
MANAGEMENT

FIVE KEYS 
TO SUCCESS

OUR GOAL:  
PROVIDE THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATOR 
SUPPORT TO INCREASE STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
Service does not come in a box; it must be custom-built to meet the specific needs of districts, schools, 
administrators, and teachers. Firmly grounded in research, the Voyager Sopris Learning approach is built around 
the “Five Keys to Success,” which form the foundation for a personalized strategy for planning, training, and 
ongoing support:

Our team specializes in partnering with schools and districts to build custom Step Up to Writing implementation 
support plans—including planning, training, and ongoing support—to ensure all stakeholders are prepared to 
implement and sustain implementation. 

Key stages of Step Up to Writing implementation include:

PRE-IMPLEMENTATION 
PLANNING ONGOING

DATA REVIEWLAUNCH

Visit www.voyagersopris.com/stepuptowriting  
to review training options and a comprehensive menu of services.

In short, our results were 

remarkable. Almost 80 percent 

of children in grades 2 through 

5 grew at least one rubric score. 

The most notable factor is the 

Step Up to Writing training. 

It was specific; it provided a 

writing template for staff; it 

provided specific practice and a 

reference notebook. 

–Russell Henderson 
Former Principal, Sable Elementary, 

Aurora, Colorado

IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT
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 SECTION

268 Teacher Edition • Grades 6–8

Informative/Explanatory Writing: Stating the Facts
Planning, Organization, and Structure

4

Before Class 
 1.  Make display copies and student copies of Tool S4-1a and Tool S4-1b.
 2.  Have green, yellow, and red (or pink) highlighters available  

for students.

During Class
 3.  Remind students that the purpose of informative/explanatory 

writing is to give information. Whether it is a paragraph about the 
outcome of a sporting event or a long report on the causes and 
effects of air pollution, this type of writing has the same elements.

 4.  Tell students to relate the different parts of a paragraph to the  
Traffic Light colors green, yellow, and red.

•  Green means go. Topic sentences and thesis statements are 
green because they show what the writing is going to explain.

•  Yellow means slow down. The sentences that introduce the  
key/star ideas (big ideas) are yellow to remind writers to slow 
down and provide support for the thesis statement.

•  Red means stop. Sentences used to elaborate and add examples or 
explanations are red to remind the writer to stop, explain, and add evidence.

•  Green for the conclusion reminds students to go back and remind the reader 
of the topic.

 5.  Display Tool S4-1a and further elaborate on the Traffic Light method. For extra 
visual support, have students color the illustrations and highlight the text with 
the appropriate colors. For each point on the Tool, provide this additional 
explanation.

   Color-Coding the Elements of  
Informative/Explanatory Writing

S4-1

Objective CCSS ELA

Students learn the elements of informative/
explanatory writing by associating each part of a 
paragraph with a Traffic Light color. By color-coding 
paragraph components, students learn how to 
convey information in well-organized paragraphs.

W 6.2a, 6.2f

W 7.2a, 7.2f

W 8.2a, 8.2f

Tool S4-1a

Tool S4-1aName:  

©2015 Voyager Sopris Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
Permission is granted to reproduce this page for Step Up to Writing classroom use.  Tool S4-1a Informative/Explanatory Writing: Stating the Facts 
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Elements of  
Informative/Explanatory Writing

Organization is the key.
Use informal outlines and Traffic Light colors to plan a 
paragraph, essay, or report. 

Topic sentences are the heart.
Use green to remember that topic sentences tell readers 
what you are going to explain. In essays, the topic sentence 
is called a thesis statement. 

Transitions are the glue for the  
key/star ideas.
Use yellow to remind yourself to slow down and make 
smooth, clear transitions when you introduce a new  
key/star idea. 

Examples, evidence, and explanation  
are the meat.
Use red to remind yourself to stop and explain. Examples, 
evidence, and explanation support your key/star ideas.  

Conclusions tie it all together with a ribbon.
Use green again. Remember to go back to your topic.  
A good conclusion reminds readers of the purpose of  
your paragraph or essay.

Tool S4-1bName:  

©2015 Voyager Sopris Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
Permission is granted to reproduce this page for Step Up to Writing classroom use.  Tool S4-1b Informative/Explanatory Writing: Stating the Facts 
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  Traffic Light Colors  
for Accordion Paragraphs

Use the colors of a traffic light to help you write a paragraph.

GO!  green Go!
Write a topic sentence.

SLOW  
DOWN!  yellow 

Slow down!
Introduce a key/star (big idea) by  

using a transition word or phrase.

STOP!  red 
Stop!

Elaborate by providing an example, 
evidence, or explanation. This is also called 

supporting your key/star ideas.

GO  
BACK!  green Go back!

Remind readers of your topic.

Dolphin: Fish or Mammal

The dolphin may look like a fish, but this fascinating sea creature is really a mammal. 
First of all, dolphins have lungs just like humans do. They must come to the surface of the 
water to breathe and get oxygen from the air. Fish can take oxygen from the water. Like 
other mammals, dolphins are also warm-blooded. Dolphins stay warm because they have a 
thick layer of blubber under their skin. Finally, dolphin females nurse their young on milk. 
That is just like how a cow might nurse a calf. The dolphin’s streamlined body and its big, 
strong tail resemble a fish, but don’t be fooled: dolphins are definitely mammals.

Tool S4-1b

The strategy Objective 
states expected student 
outcomes.

Strategies with a video icon 
have professional development 
videos that model how to teach 
the strategy.

The Handy Pages icon indicates whether the 
strategy has an accompanying Handy Page. 
Encourage students to use the corresponding 
Handy Page as they learn the strategy.

The Before Class 
instruction indicates 
which Tools are required 
for the strategy, as well 
as any other materials 
and preparation.

Each Tool necessary for teaching the strategy appears 
as a thumbnail image. Color coding is also shown on the 
tools in the Step Up to Writing Teacher Edition for easy 
visual reference.

SAMPLE PAGES

INSTRUCTION DESIGNED FOR EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION
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 SECTION

 Teacher Edition • Grades 6–8 269

4SECTION

  Organization is the key. Planning before writing is key to a writer’s success. All writers 
plan, whether they are students or published authors. Using the Traffic Light colors while 
making informal outlines is a visual strategy that will help students organize their ideas. 
(For more about informal outlines, see strategy S4-3 Planning with an Informal Outline.)

•  Topic sentences are the heart. Color the heart green. Tell students that 
the topic sentence or thesis statement is the heart of a paragraph; it gives 
the paragraph its shape. It tells readers where the writer is going. (For 
more about topic sentences, see strategy S4-10 Defining Topic Sentences and 
Thesis Statements.)

•  Transitions are the glue for the key/star ideas. Color the glue yellow. 
In informative/explanatory writing, transitions introduce the sentences 
that contain key/star ideas (big ideas) that support the topic sentence. The 
transitions are like glue; they hold ideas together. They are yellow to remind 
writers to slow down and make those transitions. (For more about transitions, 
see strategy S4-24 Definition and Function of Transitions.)

•  Examples, evidence, and explanation are the meat. Color the meat red. 
Examples, evidence, and explanations support each key/star idea. They are red 
so that writers remember to stop and explain. (For more about elaboration, see 
strategy S4-16 Paragraph Elaboration—the E’s/the Reds.)

•  Conclusions tie it all together with a ribbon. Color the ribbon 
green. A conclusion should give readers something to think 
about. Green should remind students that the conclusion needs 
to be tied to the (green) topic sentence or thesis statement. The 
writer needs to go back to the topic sentence and make a strong, 
meaningful connection to it—not just copy it. (For more about 
conclusions, see strategy S4-32 Conclusions—Defining Terms.)

 6.  Display Tool S4-1b. Encourage students to color and highlight the 
illustrations and corresponding text as a visual reminder of the 
Traffic Light colors and elements.

 7.  Have students use highlighters to color-code the paragraph on  
Tool S4-1b on their own while referring to the Traffic Light colors as 
needed. When they are finished, model the correct color coding on your display 
copy and have students check their work. The color coding should be as follows:

• Green: First and last sentences (introduction and conclusion)
• Yellow: The three sentences with transitions and key/star ideas
•  Red: All other sentences that are elaboration, explanation, examples,  

or evidence

Craft and Style:
What is a Key/Star Idea?

The key/star ideas are big ideas or 
broader categories that support 
the topic or thesis. Key/star ideas 
may be facts, reasons, or details. 
However, in order to clearly 
differentiate the three types of 
writing, reasons are used largely 
in argument, facts in informative/
explanatory, and details in 
narrative. 

 SECTION

270 Teacher Edition • Grades 6–8

Informative/Explanatory Writing: Stating the Facts
Planning, Organization, and Structure

4
Note: Though yellow is for slowing down and making transitions, the yellow highlighting should 
appear on the entire sentence that contains the transition, even though the sentence may also 
contain some elaboration.

Differentiation: Color-Coding the Elements of Informative/Explanatory Paragraphs

If students are having difficulty identifying the elements of informative/explanatory paragraphs, have them 
practice color-coding paragraphs they have written or example paragraphs from classroom materials, 
online sources, and magazines. In addition, remind students to put the strategy to work whenever they 
develop informal outlines (see strategy S4-3 Planning with an Informal Outline).

Before Class
 1.  Make display copies and student copies of Tool S4-2a, Tool S4-2b, 

and Tool S4-2c.
 2.  Print multiple copies of Tools S4-2a and S4-2b, for small group use. 

Cut apart the word boxes on each sheet and store each set of 30 
pieces in a separate resealable plastic bag.

 3. Print a copy of Tool S4-2c for each student.

During Class
 4.  Tell students that they will sharpen their skills in sorting ideas into 

topics, key/star ideas, and supporting details (the E’s: explanation, 
elaboration, experiences, everyday life, examples, expert opinion, 
events, exact information, evidence, effective illustration, and 
effective quotations) through this activity.

 5.  Display Tool S4-2a and note that the 30 ideas shown are a mixed 
collection of broad topics, key/star ideas, and E’s. The activity will 
focus on:

• Identifying the three topics 

   The Organization Game— 
Informative/Explanatory Writing 

S4-2

Objective CCSS ELA

Students learn to categorize ideas by sorting 
a collection of words and phrases into broad 
topics, key/star ideas, and supporting details 
(the E’s). 

W 6.2a; S/L 6.1

W 7.2a; S/L 7.1

W 8.2a; S/L 8.1

Tool S4-2a

Tool S4-2aName:  

©2015 Voyager Sopris Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
Permission is granted to reproduce this page for Step Up to Writing classroom use.  Tool S4-2a Informative/Explanatory Writing: Stating the Facts 
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Organization Game

states school resources sports

get help with 
research papers create graphics Virginia

California skiing Florida

winter sports check out books tennis

New York Oregon read magazine 
articles

the library summer sports East Coast 
states

find reference 
materials Rhode Island snowboarding

ice skating find books the computer lab

West Coast 
states write papers Maine

Washington search the 
Internet

use reading 
programs

✄

Tool S4-2b

Tool S4-2bName:  

©2015 Voyager Sopris Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Organization Game

ecosystem significant wars/
conflicts math

language arts spelling algebra

literature softball study

activities to do 
at school debate team ask questions

education school play plan for 
graduation

grammar subjects to learn 
at school join a club

attend club 
meetings essays geometry

fractions make friends famous, 
influential people

basketball science water cycle

biology solar system express your 
ideas

✄

The During Class instruction explains how 
to model and guide instruction and move 
students to independence. Dark blue 
strategy references indicate where to find 
more information about particular topics. 

Craft and Style boxes in 
Sections 4, 5, and 6 of the 
Step Up to Writing Teacher 
Edition provide tips and 
examples to help explain how 
students create a particular 
style appropriate to the task, 
purpose, and audience.

Each strategy includes point-of-use Differentiation, 
offering suggestions on how to support struggling 
students or challenge those who excel.

Unlock Your Students’ 
WRITING POTENTIAL
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ONLINE TEACHER MATERIALS FOR EASE OF USE
The clear, concise teacher supports and motivating, friendly student materials make Step Up to Writing a premier 
writing solution for educators nationwide. Now, Teacher Editions; the Assessment and Implementation Guide; student 
Handy Pages; standards alignments; videos; student tools, rubrics, and assessment materials; and additional resources 
are available online as part of the Classroom Set.

Access to Assessment and Data Tools

CLASSROOM MATERIALS
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Access to Teacher Materials: Available Online and in Print

Professional Development Videos

Student Materials Reinforce Instruction
Handy Pages (consumable writing handbooks) and classroom 
posters provide useful reference to reinforce instruction and support 
students’ writing skill development. Handy Pages are available on 
the bookshelf online and in print in the Classroom Set, while posters 
are only available in print.
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ALL-NEW!

Types of Videos:

• Section Overviews

• Model Lessons

• Strategy Instruction



INCREASE STUDENT WRITING ACHIEVEMENT 
WITH A CONSISTENT APPROACH ACROSS 
GRADE LEVELS AND CONTENT AREAS
Step Up to Writing has been completely revised to respond to the steep 
increase in writing expectations outlined in today’s rigorous writing standards. 

The new edition retains the key elements that have made Step Up to Writing a 
top pick among educators, while offering explicit college- and career-readiness 
standards support, a more robust assessment component, and multimedia 
professional development tools.

Visit www.voyagersopris.com/stepuptowriting  
to access:

• Complimentary samples

• Model lesson video samples

• Video overview of online resources

• Materials snapshot and table of contents

www.voyagersopris.com  /  800.547.6747
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Provides the “How To” Behind the Six Traits:

Idea 
Development Organization Word 

Choice
Voice Sentence

Fluency Conventions Presentations

Source: Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory


